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Abstract
One strategy for the enumeration of a class of objects is local transformation, in which new
objects of the class are produced by means of a small modi/cation of a previously-visited object
in the same class. When local transformation is possible, the operation can be used to generate
objects of the class via random walks, and as the basis for such optimization heuristics as
simulated annealing.
For general simple polygons on /xed point sets, it is still not known whether the class of
polygons on the set is connected via a constant-size local transformation. In this paper, we exhibit
a simple local transformation for which the following polygon classes are connected: monotone,
x-monotone, star-shaped, (weakly) edge-visible and (weakly) externally visible. The latter class is
particularly interesting as it is the most general polygon class known to be connected under local
transformation. For each of the polygon classes, we also provide asymptotically-tight worst-case
upper bounds on the minimum number of operations required to transform one member of the
class to any other. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Mathematicians and geometers have long been interested in the classi/cation and
enumeration of combinatorial objects, the earliest-studied object class likely being the
Platonic solids. In recent years, the use of computers has allowed the investigation of
structures far more complex than those considered by the ancients. In graph theory,
the only proofs yet known of the famous Four Color Theorem have been obtained by
means of computer enumeration of cases [1,21]. Also, a general-purpose program for
computing automorphism groups of graphs and digraphs developed by Brendan McKay,
Nauty, has been used to prove a number of graph-theoretic results, most notably the
value of the Ramsey number R(4; 5) [18]. Another general-purpose strategy, the reverse
search scheme due to Avis and Fukuda [2,3], has been used to enumerate a wide variety
of combinatorial structures, including faces of convex polyhedra [7] and hyperplane
arrangements [8], bases of matroids, spanning trees of graphs, and triangulations and
non-crossing spanning trees of planar point sets. Lutz [17] used simulated annealing to
enumerate a number of classes of simplicial and combinatorial manifolds.
Even for small instances, strategies for combinatorial enumeration must be very
eJcient in order to handle the huge numbers of objects which are often produced. In
particular, they must avoid both the excessive recomputation of individual objects, and
the excessive computation of objects which are outside the class under consideration.
One way of limiting the construction of invalid objects is through the use of local
transformation, in which new objects of the class are generated only from previously
examined objects by means of small changes. The class must be connected with respect
to the local transformation in question: that is, every valid object must be reachable
from some initial valid object by means of a /nite sequence of transformations. Local
search and optimization methods such as reverse search enumeration, random walks
and simulated annealing all make use of local transformation to visit new objects.
Within the discipline of computational geometry, interest in local transformation
can be traced back to the investigation of properties of the Delaunay triangulation
of planar point sets. In 1972, Lawson [16,6] showed that every triangulation can be
transformed into the Delaunay triangulation on the same point set by means of at most
a quadratic number of local modi/cations called diagonal >ips. Given two adjacent
triangles forming a convex quadrilateral, a diagonal Kip involves the replacement of
their common bounding edge by the other diagonal of the quadrilateral, yielding a
diLerent triangulation of the same point set. Other recent connectivity results have been
established for triangulations, including triangulations of polygons [13,14], topological
triangulations [5,20], and triangulations in higher dimensions [15]. Other classes of
objects, such as non-crossing spanning trees and Euclidean matchings have also been
studied [9,10].
One class of great importance to computational geometry, but for which no sat-
isfactory enumeration method is yet known, is that of simple polygons. Given a set
of n points S, one can generate all simple polygons on S by considering each of the
(n−1)!=2 possible Hamiltonian circuits of S, and then testing each for self-intersection.
However, this approach is hardly practical, as the proportion of circuits which are sim-
ple diminishes (at least) exponentially with n.
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Fig. 1. 2- and 3-Kips.
For a particular subclass of simple polygons, an eJcient generation algorithm has
been developed which indeed examines only valid polygons of that subclass. For a
/xed point set S, Zhu et al. have shown that one can enumerate in O(n2) worst-case
time the set of all simple polygons on S which are monotone with respect to the
x-direction [22]. The algorithm scans through the points from left to right, keeping
track of all valid x-monotone polygons on those points of S lying to the left of the
sweep line. Once the total number of valid x-monotone polygons is known, a random
number can be generated which can be used to produce any one of the valid polygons
in linear time, with equal probability. Unfortunately, it seems that this technique is
not applicable to general simple polygons, as it relies heavily on the sortedness of the
polygon vertices with respect to the x-axis.
As in the case of triangulations, if any simple polygon on S could be transformed into
any other by means of a /nite sequence of ‘local’ transformations, then methods such
as reverse search enumeration could be applied. The time complexity of the method
would depend heavily on the number of edges modi/ed by the transformation.
1.1. Edge >ips
Let S be a set of n points not all collinear. If two distinct polygons P and P′ on S
diLer in exactly k edges, then we shall say that P is (edge) k->ippable from P to P′.
Alternatively, we say that P is transformable to P′ by means of a k->ip. The edges of
P not contained in P′ are called the leaving edges, and the edges of P′ not contained
in P are called the entering edges.
Fig. 1 gives a characterization of k-Kips for k =2 and 3. A few special cases are
worth mentioning:
• It is not hard to see that the entering and leaving edges of every 2-Kip form a non-
self-intersecting cycle, with entering edges alternating with leaving edges. Polygon P
would be composed of the leaving edges plus two chains connecting opposite vertices
of the cycle, one internal to the cycle and the other external. If the vertices of the
internal chain are collinear (or if the chain consists of a single edge), the 2-Kip is
called a line >ip (L-Kip).
• There are four diLerent con/gurations that can be formed by the entering and leaving
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Fig. 2. A non-2-Kippable, non-VE-Kippable polygon.
edges of a 3-Kip: a 6-cycle, either self-intersecting or non-self-intersecting; and two
3-cycles sharing one vertex in common, again either self-intersecting or non-self-
intersecting. The latter con/gurations occur when two leaving edges share a common
endpoint. Since the leaving edges are the two edges incident to this endpoint and
one additional edge of the polygon, we call such Kips vertex–edge >ips (VE-Kips).
• A Kip is called planar if no leaving edge intersects any entering edge, except perhaps
at their endpoints.
Planar Kips are of computational interest, in that the entering edges are edges of the
visibility graph of P. Visibility graphs of simple polygons can be computed in 
(M)
time, where M is the number of edges of the graph [11]. Using the visibility graph,
all candidate L-Kips and planar VE-Kips of a given polygon can be generated in a
straightforward manner, in O(M) time.
In 1991, David Avis posed the following question: can any simple polygon on S be
transformed to any other simple polygon on S by means of a /nite sequence of 2-Kips?
Unfortunately, the answer to Avis’ question turns out to be ‘no’ [12]. The 19-vertex
polygon shown in Fig. 2 cannot be 2-Kipped or VE-Kipped to any other polygon on
S (although it is 3-Kippable). Arbitrarily large non-2-Kippable and non-VE-Kippable
polygons may be exhibited.
The natural question to ask at this point is, is there a constant k such that any
polygon P on a given set of vertices S can be transformed into any other polygon
P′ via a /nite sequence of k-Kips? For general polygons, the question is still very
much open. In this paper, we show that two of the simplest operations, namely L-Kips
and planar VE-Kips, together are suJcient to connect polygon classes with certain
visibility properties: clearly (weakly) edge-visible and clearly (weakly) externally vis-
ible. These polygon classes are formally de/ned in the next section, although more
information concerning visibility within polygons can be found in [19]. In Section
3, we prove the connectivity of edge-visible polygons under the VE-L->ip operation,
in which either an L-Kip or a planar VE-Kip can be performed. The edge-visibility
is taken with respect to a /xed edge. In Section 3, we prove the connectivity of
other polygon classes: edge-visible, externally visible, monotone, x-monotone, and star-
shaped—these classes are described in Section 2. Open problems are discussed in
Section 5.
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2. Polygon classes
Let P=(p0; p1; p2; : : : ; pn−1) be a simple polygon in the plane. With respect to P,
points s; t ∈R2 are said to be mutually (clearly) visible if the open line segment st
joining s and t does not intersect P. The visibility is said to be internal if st lies in
the interior of P, and external otherwise.
Let e be an edge of P. P is said to be (weakly) edge-visible from e if for every
point s on P there exists a point t on e that is internally visible from s. The variant
of edge visibility that we shall consider in this paper requires that t be in the relative
interior of e—in such cases, it is not hard to see that e must be an edge of the convex
hull of P.
Algorithms for edge-visible polygons tend to be simpler and more eJcient than
their counterparts for general simple polygons, due to their special visibility properties.
For example, the most important property for our purposes also allows edge-visible
polygons to be triangulated in linear time, simply by cutting oL convex vertices one
by one:
Property 1 (Avis and Toussaint [4]). Every convex vertex of P other than the end-
points of e is an ear of P.
Closely related to edge-visible polygons are (weakly) externally visible polygons.
A polygon P is (clearly) externally visible if for each point s on the boundary, there
exists a ray s originating at s which avoids the interior of P, and which intersects P
only at s. If s is on the boundary of the convex hull of P, this condition is trivially
satis/ed. Otherwise, s must be on some chain of P through the interior of the hull,
with only its endpoints pi and pj on the hull boundary. Together with the lid segment
(pi; pj), the chain forms what is referred to as a pocket polygon. As any external ray
originating inside the pocket must intersect the lid in order to escape, every pocket of
an externally visible polygon is edge-visible with respect to its lid (see Fig. 3).
Two well-known classes of polygons, monotone and star-shaped, are subclasses of
the class of externally visible polygons. A strictly monotone polygon can be de/ned
as one for which there exists a direction  such that every point s on the boundary is
Fig. 3. An externally visible polygon.
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the origin of an external ray perpendicular to . If  is /xed, the polygon is called x-
monotone (the x-axis can be said to be de/ned by ). If the rays are allowed to intersect
the boundary of the polygon (but not its interior), then the polygon is said to be non-
strictly monotone. Edges of monotone and x-monotone polygons can be partitioned into
two monotone chains, according to which of the two possible orientations perpendicular
to  that their incident external rays have. A strictly star-shaped polygon is one for
which there exists a point p in its interior such that every point s on the boundary is
the origin of an external ray oriented away from p.
3. Edge-visible polygons
Instead of proving directly that a polygon of a given class can be transformed into
another polygon from the same class, our strategy is to show that it can always be
transformed into a unique ‘canonical’ polygon K . If this is so, polygon P could be
transformed into another polygon P′ by /rst transforming P into K , and then reversing
the operations that transform P′ into K . Before showing how this can be done for edge-
visible polygons, we present a technical lemma concerning the visibility of subchains
within a polygon.
3.1. Clearly visible chains
Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Let e be an edge of the convex
hull boundary of S, and q be a point on e, such that the endpoints of e are the only
pair of points of S forming a collinearity with q. Let P=(p0; p1; p2; : : : ; pn−1) be an
edge-visible polygon on S from e=(p0; pn−1), with vertices listed in clockwise order
about the interior.
With respect to q, for 0¡i¡n − 1, vertex pi is a left cusp if both pi−1 and pi+1
appear after pi in clockwise angular order about q. If instead both pi−1 and pi+1 appear
before pi, then pi is a right cusp. The notion of a cusp extends to polygons which are
not edge-visible, and even to polygonal chains, provided that adjacent vertices are not
collinear with q.
The following lemma shows the existence of a chain of P that is entirely visible
from q, and whose endpoints are either endpoints of e or cusps.
Lemma 2. Let P, e and q be as deAned above. Then there exist indices 06a¡b¡n
such that:
1. every point of subchain (pa; pa+1; : : : ; pb) is visible from q, with the possible ex-
ceptions of pa if a=0, and pb if b= n− 1;
2. if a¿0, then pa is a left cusp;
3. if b¡n− 1, then pb is a right cusp.
Proof. For the purposes of the proof, we will restrict our attention to the polygonal
chain Pe obtained from P by deleting edge e. In the absence of e, q is visible from
both p0 and pn−1.
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Let Pq be the list of all vertices of Pe visible from q, sorted according to their
angular order about q, beginning with p0 and ending with pn−1. Clearly, the vertices
of Pq must appear in increasing order of their indices in Pe. Note also that if pi and
pi+1 are both in Pq, then every point of the edge (pi; pi+1) must be visible from q.
Consider the subsequence Pq
′
of Pq consisting of left and right cusps with respect
to q—for this purpose, p0 will be considered a left cusp, and pn−1 will be considered
a right cusp. Since Pq
′
begins with a left cusp and ends with a right cusp, somewhere
in the sequence there must be a transition from a left cusp (call it pa) to a right cusp
(pb).
The indices a and b satisfy the second and third conditions of the lemma. It re-
mains to be shown that the /rst condition is satis/ed. If every vertex of the chain
(pa; pa+1; : : : ; pb) were visible from q, then the entire chain would be visible from q,
and thus the /rst condition would be satis/ed. Let us assume then that not every vertex
is visible, and that j is the smallest index such that a¡j and pj is not visible.
Vertex pj−1 is visible, and thus appears in Pq. It cannot be a right cusp, as no
visible vertex pi is a right cusp for all a6i¡b. Thus pj must lie clockwise of pj−1
in angular order about q. Some point of (pj−1; pj) other than pj−1 is therefore visible
from q, although other points of the edge (including pj) must be occluded from q. Let
u be the counterclockwise-most point on (pj−1; pj) to pj−1 that is not visible from q.
Point u must be occluded from q by a vertex of Pq—call it pt . Furthermore, pt must
be a left cusp; otherwise, pt−1 or pt+1 (or both) would be counterclockwise from pt ,
implying the occlusion from q of some point of (pj−1; pj) counterclockwise from u.
This contradicts the assumption that the right cusp pb was the next to occur in Pq
′
after the left cusp pa.
Since every point of Pe is visible from q, the /rst condition holds.
3.2. Transformation to a canonical polygon
Let us now consider the polygon Kq spanning the points of S in such a way that its
vertices appear consecutively in (clockwise) angular order about q. Polygon Kq shall
be called the canonical edge-visible polygon on S with respect to q. Note that Kq is
uniquely de/ned, and is simple.
Any edge-visible polygon P on S with visibility to e can be given a score depending
on the visibility of its vertices from q. Every vertex si of P contributes either 0 or
1 to the score: si contributes 1 if si is an endpoint of e or if si is visible from q;
otherwise, the contribution of si is 0. Every polygon on S with edge-visibility to e can
be scored in this way. It is not hard to see that the score of the canonical polygon Kq
is n, and that Kq is the only polygon on S which achieves this maximum score. Also,
the minimum possible score is 3: a contribution of 1 from each endpoint of e, and
1 from that vertex of P closest to the line containing e (this vertex must be visible
from q).
Lemma 3. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Let e be an edge of
the convex hull boundary of S, and q be a point on e, such that the endpoints of e
are the only pair of points of S forming a collinearity with q. If P is an edge-visible
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Fig. 4. Searching for a cusp behind chain P∗.
polygon spanning S with visibility to e, then P can be transformed into canonical
edge-visible polygon Kq via a sequence of at most n− 3 VE-L->ips.
Proof. Let P be the polygon (p0; p1; p2; : : : ; pn−1), with e=(p0; pn−1), and vertices
listed in clockwise order about the interior.
It suJces to show that if P =Kq, there exists an improving VE-L-Kip; that is, one
which transforms P into another edge-visible polygon P′ such that the score of P′ is
greater than that of P.
Lemma 2 implies the existence of indices 06a¡b6n− 1 such that
• a=0 or pa is a left cusp,
• b= n− 1 or pb is a right cusp, and
• P∗=(pa; pa+1; : : : ; pb) is entirely visible from q—the only possible exceptions being
at pa if a=0, or pb if b= n− 1.
The only situation in which a could equal 0 and b could equal n − 1 is if P were
the canonical polygon Kq. Since by assumption P =Kq, either a¿0 or b¡n− 1. We
will consider only the case where a¿0, as the arguments for the case where b¡n− 1
are virtually identical.
Starting from pa, we search for a vertex and edge to participate in a VE-Kip, by
performing a radial sweep clockwise about q. As the sweep ray progresses, the closest
intersection points (to q) with both P∗ and P\P∗ are maintained, the /rst intersections
being on edge (pa; pa+1) of P∗ and edge (pa; pa−1) of P\P∗. Note that the visibility
of P∗ to q implies that the chain is radially monotone with respect to q; that is, any
ray from q intersects P∗ in at most one point (see Fig. 4).
The sweep continues until a cusp pc of P\P∗ is encountered. We claim that this must
occur before the sweep ray reaches pb. Otherwise, if the sweep ray reaches pb without
encountering a cusp in P\P∗, it cannot have swept past a vertex on the subchain of
P\P∗ joining pb to pn−1—the /rst such vertex encountered would be a left cusp. This
would imply that all points swept must be on the subchain of P\P∗ joining pa to p0,
and that an edge (pi+1; pi) of P\P∗ must be intersected by the ray b from q through
pb, for some 0¡i¡a. The portion of (pi+1; pi) counterclockwise from b would have
been swept. However, this would put pi clockwise from pb, an impossible situation if
b= n− 1. But if b¡n− 1, then the fact that pb is a right cusp would prevent the ray
from encountering at least some of the points of (pi+1; pi) counterclockwise from pb.
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Fig. 5. Attempting VE-Kip with vertex Pc.
Since pc is a cusp, it must be a convex vertex. From the edge-visible property
of P, it must therefore be an ear. Let (pj; pj+1) be the edge of P∗ intersected by
the ray through pc, where a6j¡b. If pc is visible from both pj and pj+1, a VE-
Kip is possible: edges (pc−1; pc), (pc; pc+1) and (pj; pj+1) could be replaced by edges
(pc−1; pc+1), (pc; pj) and (pc; pj+1). Due to the radial monotonicity of P∗ with respect
to q, the removal of edge (pj; pj+1) would result in pc becoming visible from q. The
internal visibility to e and to q of all other vertices would remain unchanged; the VE-
Kip would thus yield an edge-visible polygon of higher score than P. However, it is
possible that some part of the polygon interferes with the visibility from pc to pj+1
(see Fig. 5).
If pc is not visible from both pj and pj+1, we search for an alternative to pc for the
Kip with (pj; pj+1). Let l be the line segment joining q and pc, and let x be a point
of l between (pj; pj+1) and pc. Imagine a second sweep in which the point x begins
on (pj; pj+1) and slowly moves along l towards pc. As x moves, the empty triangular
area x bounded by x, pj and pj+1 would grow, until one or both of its sides comes
into contact with at least one vertex of P\P∗. Let us assume that contact occurs along
the side (x; pj+1) of the triangle; the case in which the only contact is along (x; pj) is
handled symmetrically.
For contact to occur along (x; pj+1), there must exist b¡d6d′¡n− 1 such that
• pi is collinear with (x; pj+1) for all d6i6d′,
• pd′+1 is not collinear with (x; pj+1), and
• pi is not collinear with (x; pj+1) for all j + 1¡i¡d.
There are two cases remaining to be considered.
1. j + 2¡d.
The segment (pj; pd) passes through the interior of x, and thus pj and pd are
mutually visible. The construction guarantees that pd and pj+1 are also visible, and
that pd is a convex vertex. Here, a VE-Kip is possible: edges (pd−1; pd), (pd; pd+1)
and (pj; pj+1) could be replaced by edges (pd−1; pd+1), (pd; pj) and (pd; pj+1). By
the same arguments as when pc was visible from pj and pj+1, the VE-Kip would
yield an edge-visible polygon of higher score than P (see Fig. 6).
2. j + 2=d.
The segment (pd′ ; pj) passes through the interior of x, and thus pd′ and pj are
mutually visible. The collinearity of (pj+1; pj+2; : : : ; pd′) and the fact that pd′ is a
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Fig. 6. No contact with pj+2. Fig. 7. Contact with pj+2.
convex vertex together imply that pd′+1 and pj+1 are mutually visible. To see this,
consider the polygon that would result if the collinear chain (pj+1; pj+2; : : : ; pd′)
were replaced by the new edge (pj+1; pd′). This resulting polygon would also be
edge-visible with respect to e, and pd′ would be an ear. Here, an L-Kip is pos-
sible: edges (pd′ ; pd′+1) and (pj; pj+1) could be replaced by edges (pj; pd′) and
(pj+1; pd′+1). With the deletion of (pj; pj+1), each of the vertices (pj+2; pj+3; : : : ; pd′)
would become visible to q without disturbing the visibility to q of any other vertices.
The L-Kip would thus yield an edge-visible polygon of higher score than P (see
Fig. 7).
It should be observed that as long as no other vertex of P is collinear with the
endpoints of e, it is always possible to choose some point q on e satisfying the non-
collinearity condition of the lemma. The main theorem of this section follows as an
immediate corollary.
Theorem 4. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all consecutive. Let P and P′
be edge-visible polygons spanning S, with visibility to a common convex hull edge e.
Then P can be transformed into P′ via a sequence of no more than 2n−6 VE-L->ips.
4. Other polygon classes
The methods of the previous section for proving connectivity under the VE-L-Kip
operation of edge-visible polygons can be extended to other classes as well. The general
strategy is the same: de/ne a score function and a unique canonical polygon which
maximizes it, and then show that there always exists an improving VE-L-Kip for every
polygon other than the canonical.
4.1. Externally visible polygons
Let point set S, convex hull edge e, and point q on e be de/ned as in the previous
section. Let h be the number of points of S on the boundary of its convex hull. The
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Fig. 8. A canonical externally visible polygon.
canonical externally visible polygon Kq=(k0; k1; : : : ; kh−1; kh; : : : ; kn−1) is de/ned as
follows:
• the endpoints of e are k0 and kh−1;
• the subchain (k0; k1; : : : ; kh−1) of Kq spans the points of S on its convex hull bound-
ary, in counterclockwise order about the interior;
• the subchain (kh; kh+1; : : : ; kn−1) of Kq spans the points of S interior to the convex
hull;
• the vertices of subchain (kh−1; : : : ; kn−1; k0) appear consecutively in clockwise angular
order about q.
Again, Kq is uniquely de/ned, and is simple (see Fig. 8).
An externally visible polygon P on S will be scored as follows: vertex si in the
interior of the convex hull of S contributes 1 if si has external visibility to q; otherwise,
if si is not externally visible to q or if si is on the convex hull boundary, the contribution
of s1 is 0. The score of the canonical polygon Kq is n − h, and no other externally
visible polygon on S achieves this maximum score. The minimum possible score is 0,
occurring whenever e is an edge of P.
The following lemma is a corollary of Lemma 3.
Lemma 5. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Let e be an edge of
the convex hull boundary of S, and q be a point on e, such that no pair of points
form a collinearity with q unless they are both collinear with e. If P is an externally
visible polygon spanning S, then P can be transformed into canonical externally visible
polygon Kq via a sequence of at most n− h VE-L->ips.
Proof. The details have been omitted, as the proof is virtually identical to that of
Lemma 3. There are nevertheless a few diLerences worth mentioning:
• The cusps pc, pd, and pd′ identi/ed in the proof of Lemma 3 are convex vertices of
an edge-visible polygon, and are therefore ears. In the context of externally visible
polygons, the cusps discovered by the sweep are reKex vertices, which means that
they are convex vertices of some edge-visible pocket polygon—and hence are ears
as well.
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• As viewed from q, the endpoints of e are true cusps, and do not need to be handled
as a special case as in the proof of Lemma 3.
• The proof holds regardless of the number of points of S collinear with e.
Lemma 5 immediately implies the connectivity result for externally visible polygons.
Theorem 6. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Let P and P′ be
externally visible polygons spanning S. Then P can be transformed into P′ via a
sequence of no more than 2n− 2h VE-L->ips.
4.2. Edge-visible polygons with diCering visibility edges
Theorem 7. Let S be a set of n planar points, and let S∗ be the subset of S lying
on the boundary of the convex hull of S. Assume that no point s of S∗ is collinear
with any pair of points of S\{s}. Let P and P′ be edge-visible polygons spanning S,
with visibility to convex hull edges e and e′, respectively. Then P can be transformed
into P′ via a sequence of no more than (h+1)=2	(n− 3) VE-L->ips, where h is the
cardinality of S∗.
Proof. Consider the shorter of the two sequences of edges between e and e′ along the
boundary of the convex hull of S. If both sequences have the same number of edges,
then choose one arbitrarily. Let the chosen sequence be E=(e1; e2; : : : ; em), where e1= e
and em= e′. Let the endpoints of ei be (si−1; si) for all 16i6m.
To transform P into P′, we /rst transform P to the canonical edge-visible polygon
Kq1 with respect to a point q1 on e1 very close to s1: q1 is chosen so that no line
passing through 1 pair of points of S\{s0; s1} separates it from s1. This can be done
via a sequence of at most n− 3 VE-L-Kips, by Lemma 3.
Since s1 is assumed not to be involved in any collinearity among the points of S,
there exists a point q on e2 from which no line of collinearity separates q1. This implies
that q and q1 are both visible from every point on the boundary of Kq1 , which in turn
implies that Kq=Kq1 is edge-visible with respect to e2. Kq can then be transformed
into a new canonical edge-visible polygon Kq2 for some point arbitrarily close to s2,
again by Lemma 3.
This process may be continued, choosing points qi on ei suJciently close to si for
all 16i¡m. The result, after m−1 applications of Lemma 3, is a polygon edge-visible
with respect to e′= em. A /nal application of Lemma 3 shows that this polygon can
then be transformed to P′.
The total number of Kips required is bounded by m(n − 3). Since E is chosen to
be the smaller of the two sequences available, it is easy to show that m6(h+1)=2	.
From this, the result follows.
It should be noted that if the non-collinearity assumption of the theorem is removed,
this connectivity argument fails. In particular, if three convex hull vertices are collinear,
then q cannot be made collinear with these vertices without losing clear visibility to
at least one of the three. Alternatively, if two sets of collinearities involve a common
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Fig. 9. A clearly edge-visible polygon which cannot be VE-L-Kipped due to collinearities.
convex hull vertex s, it is impossible to slide q from one of the two hull edges adjacent
to s to the other hull edge. Fig. 9 shows a polygon where each endpoint of edge e is
collinear with two pairs of vertices. Although its vertex set admits other edge-visible
polygons, none are reachable by means of a 3-Kip of any kind.
4.3. x-monotone polygons
Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear, such that no two points share
the same x-coordinate. Given any polygon P spanning S, the two monotone chains
comprising P will be denoted "(P) and #(P), with lower chain "(P) externally vis-
ible to points below it, and upper chain #(P) externally visible to points above it.
Also, given any polygon or polygonal chain Q with vertices drawn from S, let I(Q)
denote the number of vertices of Q which are in the interior of the convex hull
of S.
The proof of the next lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 3, and for this reason,
only a sketch will be given.
Lemma 8. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Assume we are given an
x-monotone polygon P spanning S, where the monotonicity is not necessarily strict.
If I(#(P))¿1, then there exists a VE->ip that transforms P into an x-monotone
polygon P′ such that I(#(P′))= I(#(P))− 1 and I("(P′))= I("(P)) + 1.
Proof. Let pc be a vertex of #(P) interior to the convex hull; such a point must exist
since I(#(P))¿1. Let y be the /rst point of "(P) intersected by the downward vertical
ray r originating at pc. Let us consider the edge (pj; pj+1) containing y. If y is not
a vertex of "(P), then this edge is uniquely de/ned. Otherwise, at least one of the
two edges incident to y must have endpoints with diLering x-coordinates. We shall
consider (pj; pj+1) to be one such edge.
Note that as a reKex vertex of an externally visible polygon, pc must be an ear of
its pocket polygon. If pc is also visible from pj and from pj+1, then a VE-Kip can be
performed: the edges (pc; pc−1), (pc; pc+1) (pj; pj+1) can be deleted, and the edges
(pc−1; pc+1), (pc; pj) and (pc; pj+1) inserted, to obtain a new x-monotone polygon P′.
Note that the lemma would hold in this case, as the Kip results in exactly one interior
vertex moving from the lower chain to the upper chain.
If pc is not visible from pj or from pj+1, then a sweep similar to that of the
proof of Lemma 3 can be performed. A triangle with apex x∈ l and base (pj; pj+1)
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Fig. 10. Four canonical x-monotone polygons.
is grown, until one or both sides incident to x comes in contact with vertices of the
other chain. The remainder of the argument is similar to that of Lemma 3, and is
omitted.
Lemma 8 implies that there exists a sequence of VE-Kips transforming an x-monotone
polygon P into another x-monotone polygon P# such that I(#(P#))= 0, and a sequence
transforming P into x-monotone polygon P" such that I("(P"))= 0. The upper monotone
chain of P# and the lower monotone chain of P" consist only of vertices of the convex
hull boundary of S. Let H# and H" be these convex hull chains.
If no two points of S share a common x-coordinate, then P# and P" are unique.
Otherwise, in the case of P#, points sharing a common x-coordinate can form a vertical
chain which can be connected to its neighbouring vertices in one of two diLerent ways:
its endpoint closest to H# may be adjacent to a vertex with x-coordinate either smaller
or larger than that of the chain. In the former case, we will say that the chain is
backward-connected, and in the latter case, forward-connected. If the x-coordinate of
the chain is either maximum or minimum over the set S, then the chain will be said
to be extreme. These notions and terminology apply to P" as well, with " substituted
for # in the de/nitions.
Given an x-monotone polygon P, we can thus de/ne four unique x-monotone poly-
gons sharing the same vertex set, as follows (see Fig. 10):
• P#;f: I(#(P#;f))= 0 and all non-extreme vertical chains of P#;f are forward-
connected.
• P#;b: I(#(P#;f))= 0 and all non-extreme vertical chains of P#;f are backward-
connected.
• P";f: I("(P";f))= 0 and all non-extreme vertical chains of P";f are forward-
connected.
• P";b: I("(P";f))= 0 and all non-extreme vertical chains of P";f are backward-
connected.
An L-Kip based on a vertical chain has the eLect of converting that chain from
forward-connected to backward-connected or vice versa. This leads us to the following
observation:
Observation 9. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Assume we are
given an x-monotone polygon P spanning S, where the monotonicity is not necessarily
strict. Assume that I(#(P))= 0, and that P has * backward-connected and ’ forward-
connected non-extreme vertical chains. Then P can be transformed into P#;f via *
L->ips, and into P#;b via ’ L->ips.
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Note that a similar observation applies when I("(P))= 0.
Theorem 10. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Let P and P′ be
(non-strict) x-monotone polygons spanning S. Then P can be transformed into P′ via
a sequence of no more than n− h VE->ips and m L->ips, where h is the number of
points of S on the boundary of its convex hull, and m is the number of non-extreme
vertical lines passing through two or more vertices of P.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let us assume that I(#(P)) + I(#(P′))6I("(P)) +
I("(P′)); the situation in which I(#(P))+I(#(P′))¿I("(P))+I("(P′)) can be handled
symmetrically, by swapping the notions of upper and lower.
By repeated application of Lemma 8, both P and P′ can be transformed by means
of sequences of VE-Kips into polygons Q and Q′ (respectively), such that I(#(Q))= I
(#(Q′))= 0. The total number of Kips required is I(#(P)) + I(#(P′)).
Since I(#(P)) + I(#(P′))6I("(P)) + I("(P′)), we have
I(#(P)) + I(#(P))6
I(#(P)) + I(#(P′) + I("(P)) + I("(P′))
2
6
[I(#(P)) + I("(P))] + [I(#(P′)) + I("(P′))]
2
6
(n− h) + (n− h)
2
6 n− h:
This implies that P and P′ can be transformed into Q and Q′ (respectively) via a
sequence of at most n− h VE-Kips.
Next, we show that Q and Q′ may be transformed into a common polygon using at
most m L-Kips. Let F(Q) and B(Q) be the number of forward-connected and backward-
connected vertical chains of Q, respectively. Similarly, we de/ne F(Q′) and B(Q′).
Since F(Q) + B(Q)6m and F(Q′)=B(Q′)6m, then either F(Q) + F(Q′)6m or
B(Q) + B(Q′)6m or both. Without loss of generality, let us assume that F(Q) +
F(Q′)6m. From Observation 9, F(Q) L-Kips are suJcient to transform Q into P#;b,
and F(Q′) L-Kips are suJcient to transform Q′ into P′#; b. Since P and P
′ share the
same vertex set, P#;b=P′#; b, and therefore at most m L-Kips suJce to transform Q and
Q′ to a common x-monotone polygon. The result follows.
Corollary 11. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Let P and P′ be
strictly x-monotone polygons spanning S. Then P can be transformed into P′ via a
sequence of no more than n − h VE->ips, where h is the number of points of S on
the boundary of its convex hull. Moreover, this bound on the number of VE->ips is
tight in the worst case.
Proof. The bound of n− h VE-Kips follows directly from the arguments of the proof
of Theorem 10. To see that this bound is tight, note that since each VE-Kip can result
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in at most one vertex migrating from one monotone chain to another, at least n − h
Kips are required to transform a polygon with all interior vertices on one monotone
chain to a polygon with all interior vertices on the other chain.
4.4. Arbitrary monotone polygons and star-shaped polygons
When the orientation of the monotone polygons can be arbitrary, it turns out that
it is still possible to eLect the transformation via VE-L-Kips, provided that certain
conditions are met. However, the need to change the direction of monotonicity results
in a sharp increase in the number of Kips required.
Theorem 12. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Let P and P′
be arbitrarily-oriented non-strictly monotone polygons spanning S. Then P can be
transformed into P′ via a sequence of no more than 
(n− h)(n+ 15)=4 VE-L->ips,
where h is the number of points of S on the boundary of its convex hull.
Proof. Let  and ′ be the directions of monotonicity of P and P′, respectively. Let
I(#(P)) and I("(P)) be the number of interior vertices on the two chains #(P) and
"(P) of P monotone with respect to . Similarly, we de/ne I′(#(P′)) and I′("(P′)).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that I(#(P)) + I′(#(P′))6I("(P)) +
I′("(P′)); we may also assume that I(#(P))6I′(#(P′)).
From Theorem 10, P may be transformed into polygon P#;f or P";b using at most
n− h+m VE-L-Kips, where m is the number of non-extreme vertical subchains of P.
Similarly, P′ may be transformed into polygons P′#;f and P
′
"; b using at most n− h+m′
VE-L-Kips. It suJces to show that either P#;f or P";b can be transformed into P′#;f or
P′"; b .
Let Q=P#;f. Consider now the eLect on Q of a rotation of its direction of monotocity
. As edges or subchains become perpendicular to the changing direction of mono-
tonicity ∗, applying L-Kips to all perpendicular edges or subchains allows the rotation
to continue while maintaining monotonicity. Once these L-Kips have been performed,
a polygon Q∗ is obtained which satis/es I∗(#(Q∗))= 0 and for which all non-extreme
vertical chains are forward-connected. Note that for this direction, Q∗=Q∗#;f.
In rotating ∗ through all directions, starting and ending at ∗= , P#;f and P′#;f
must appear at some stage in the sequence of polygons generated. Also, P";b and
P′"; b are the polygons generated when 
∗=− and ∗=−′, respectively. This
alone is suJcient to establish the connectivity of P and P′ under the VE-L-Kip
transformation.
To show the bound on the number of VE-L-Kips required, we /rst claim that at
most (n − h)(n − 1) such Kips are needed in a complete rotation through 2. radians.
To see this, note that as each subchain becomes perpendicular to ∗, the endpoint of
the subchain closest to the convex monotone chain must be interior to the convex hull.
At most n− h of the points of S may serve as this endpoint, and each may participate
in at most n− 1 L-Kips in one complete revolution of ∗.
Since (n − h)(n − 1) L-Kips are suJcient for a complete rotation, then at most

(n− h)(n− 1)=4 L-Kips must suJce to transform one of P#;f or P";b into P′#;f or P′"; b.
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This implies that at most
⌊
(n− h)(n− 1)
4
⌋
+ (n− h+ m) + (n− h+ m′)6
⌊
(n− h)(n+ 15)
4
⌋
;
VE-Kips are required in total.
If the monotonicity of the polygons in question is required to be strict, the rotation
argument of the preceding proof fails whenever a direction ∗ is encountered for which
two or more subchains become perpendicular to ∗. In this case, the L-Kips on these
subchains must be performed simultaneously for the rotation to continue. However, if
no two pairs of points of S admit parallel lines, then this situation cannot arise. We
state the following as a corollary of the proof of Theorem 12.
Corollary 13. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear, such that no two
pairs of points admit parallel lines. Let P and P′ be arbitrarily-oriented strictly
monotone polygons spanning S. Then P can be transformed into P′ via a sequence
of no more than 
(n− h)(n+3)=4 VE-L->ips, where h is the number of points of S
on the boundary of its convex hull.
The arguments used to show the connectivity of arbitrarily oriented monotone poly-
gons also apply to star-shaped polygons. Instead of rotating a direction of monotonicity,
the transformation is guided by the motion of a point acting as the star centre of the
current polygon. This point / follows a continuous path from a star centre of P to
a star centre of P′; whenever / encounters the boundary of the kernel of the current
polygon, an L-Kip is performed to allow the point to progress further. Provided that /
does not pass through a vertex of the kernel boundary, and provided that the kernel
does not degenerate into a line segment, each individual L-Kip will produce a strictly
star-shaped region. Due to the similarity of the arguments with those of Theorem 12,
we state the following result without proof.
Theorem 14. Let S be a set of n planar points, not all collinear. Let P and P′ be
non-strictly star-shaped polygons spanning S. Then P can be transformed into P′
via a sequence of at most (n − h)(n + h − 1)=2 L->ips, where h is the number of
points of S on the boundary of its convex hull. If no three points of S are collinear,
then the transformation can be performed using only strictly star-shaped polygons as
intermediate polygons.
5. Conclusion
The results of the paper are summarized in Table 1. Although we have considered
only some of the many variants of polygons with visibility properties, we expect that
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Table 1
Summary of results
Class Extra conditions Diameter bound
Clearly edge visible Fixed edge 2n−6
Clearly edge visible Arbitrary edge
⌈
h+ 1
2
⌉
(n− 3)
Clearly externally visible 2n− 2h
Monotone Non-strict, /xed orientation n− h+ m
(62n− 2h)
Monotone Strict, /xed orientation n− h (tight)
Monotone Non-strict, arbitrary orientation
⌊
(n− h)(n+ 15)
4
⌋
Monotone Strict, arbitrary orientation,
No parallel pairs
⌊
(n− h)(n+ 3)
4
⌋
Star-shaped Strict, with no collinearities
(n− h)(n+ h− 1)
2
Star-shaped Non-strict
(n− h)(n+ h− 1)
2
the methods for establishing connectivity under VE-L-Kips will hold for other classes
as well. In particular, the technique shown for general edge-visible polygons, in which
the visible edge was propagated along the convex hull boundary, can be general-
ized to allow for arbitrary ‘visibility segments’ passing through the interior of the
polygon. However, care must be taken when working with non-clear visibility and
points sets with collinearities, lest the chosen Kip lead to a degenerate
polygon.
Aside from other variants of visibility polygons, there are several open questions
worth investigating:
• Although connectivity has been established for several polygon classes, nothing is
yet known regarding the rate of convergence of random walks using these local
transformations.
• The connectivity of general simple polygons remains a challenging open problem.
One approach may be to determine whether every arbitrary simple polygon can be
transformed into some externally visible polygon.
• An interesting direction for future research would be to investigate the connectivity of
polyhedral classes under local transformation. Although establishing the connectivity
of general simple polyhedra would almost certainly be as diJcult as for general
simple polygons, classes of polyhedra with special visibility properties may be more
amenable to analysis.
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• Except for the class of strictly x-monotone polygons, the bounds presented in this
paper are unlikely to be tight. However, for each of the classes, it is easy to show
lower bounds on the worst-case Kip diameter that are asymptotically linear in n.
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